WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN RECEIVING
PRALUENT® (alirocumab)
Did you know there are 2 types of pharmacies? You might receive
PRALUENT from a specialty pharmacy (SP), which handles and ships
medicines that need extra care. Or you may pick it up from your
neighborhood retail pharmacy. Either way, here’s what you should know.
1

Your doctor’s office will send your prescription to a pharmacy
• Allow some time for the insurance approval process
• Follow up with your doctor and insurance provider within a few days to
check on the status of your prescription
• Behind the scenes, your doctor and pharmacy are working to get you
access to PRALUENT

2

Your pharmacy will contact you to schedule delivery or pickup
• Ask your doctor for the name and phone number of your pharmacy,
and write down the number so you can tell when the pharmacy calls
• Talk to your pharmacy about PRALUENT
• Check that your health plan has approved PRALUENT for
you to use
• Schedule when to pick up your medicine or arrange a
delivery date

3

Be sure your refills are processed regularly
• Be sure to refill PRALUENT as directed by your doctor
• Ask whether your prescription should be filled monthly or
every 60 to 90 days
• You can arrange phone or text reminders through your
pharmacy to refill your prescription
• MyPRALUENT® can send text reminders about when to take
your medicine. Simply sign up at PRALUENT.com

QUESTIONS TO ASK WHEN RECEIVING
PRALUENT® (alirocumab)
We know you may have questions about PRALUENT. Talking to your
pharmacy can help ensure you have the information and support you
need to understand the health plan’s approval process, scheduling delivery
or pickup, and more.
Finding out if PRALUENT was approved by the health plan
• Do I need to contact my insurance provider to find out if my
PRALUENT prescription has been approved?
Getting help with the cost of PRALUENT
• Can you tell me about programs that can help with the cost
of PRALUENT?
• Can I use the MyPRALUENT® Copay Card?
• Can you make sure my copay card is applied each month?
• What support is available for patients who cannot afford the medication?
Setting up delivery or pickup
• How will I know when my prescription is ready?
• Do I need to be home to sign for PRALUENT?
• What info do I need to provide to get automatic refills each month?
• Can I give you my credit card info and get automatic refills?
Finding the right support
• What support is available to help me learn more about
taking PRALUENT?
• Who should I call if I need help or have questions?
• Where can I get a sharps disposal container?
For more support, visit PRALUENT.com, or call 1-844-PRALUENT
(1-844-772-5836) to enroll in MyPRALUENT.
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